Thank you very much for downloading one of our free scripts. Our company offers also several
commercial scripts. All our scripts use PHP & MySQL technology, this is the best current technology
available. Our scripts are fast, quality and easy to use, also an installation of each of them is easy - you
only have to upload files to your server and set a few variables through a web form and a setup program
will do the rest. All public pages of our scripts may be edited in your favorite editor like normal HTML
pages. You can easily translate all public pages to any language you want, also look and feel of all public
pages is easily editable by templates. Each of our users can ask for a support by email and/or by our
online forum.
Please visit us to receive more info and check online demos. You also can send us a question, we will be
happy to reply.
Link Up Gold
A script for running your own Yahoo style search engine. You can use it to create a directory with links
and/or articles. It has many advanced features, for example unlimited number of categories in an
unlimited number of levels, unlimited number of links, sponsored links, rating system, blacklist feature,
unlimited number of administrators with different rights, integrated polls, user registration, ability to
count incoming and outgoing hits, links may be sorted by title, popularity, incoming hits, date added and
so on, up to 5 mailing lists and many more. Pages are generated on-the-fly, all data and links are always
fresh.
Ad Manager Pro
The most complete ad management solution for all your sites. You can use it to manage ads on your
site(s), you also can sell clicks and/or impressions to advertisers and purchase clicks and/or impressions
from publishers. Features of this system may bring you an interesting income.
You and your users have a particular statistic on each ad (hourly, daily, monthly statistic), also a graphical
statistic is available. Each ad may be used in up to 5 campaigns, each campaign can be configured
separately. It supports an unlimited number of ad sizes, there is the option to use classic banners (jpg,
png, gif, swf formats), plain text/HTML ads as well as ads based on templates. It contains a real time and
historical statistic, advertising and publishing accounts, all public pages are based on templates (all pages
are editable in any HTML editor) and many more.
Easy Banner Pro
An advanced and script for running a banner exchange system. Members of the system show banners on
their sites and in return their own banners are displayed across the banner exchange network. You, as the
owner of the banner exchange take a part of the banner impressions (you can choose the part, usually
30-50%) for promotion your own site or for sale. The script supports unlimited number of banner sizes
and each user can have an unlimited number of banners (however administrator can limit this number).
Easy Banner Pro supports these ad formats: gif, jpg, png and swf (Flash), plain HTML ads. It has a lot of
advanced features, for example real time graphical statistic, free and paid accounts and many more.
Text Exchange Pro
An unique PHP script for running your own text link exchange system. Your users display links/ads of
other users on their pages and in return their own links are displayed across the exchange network. You,
as the owner of the exchange system take part of the impressions (you can choose the part, usually 3050%) for promotion your own site or for sale. The script supports unlimited number of ad sizes and each
user can have an unlimited number of ads (however administrator can limit this number).
It has very similar features to Easy Banner Pro, for example real time graphical statistic, free and paid
accounts and many more.

